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The Great Lakes Integrated Sciences and Assessments program (GLISA) has led the
co-development of usable climate information for decision-making in several case study
projects. Although each case study is with a unique partnering organization made up of dif-
ferent stakeholders with varying information needs and capabilities, several patterns have
emerged that GLISA has identified and overcome to advance the practice of applied climate
information. There are three main barriers that GLISA encounters at the onset of many of
the case studies: (1) mismatched terminology used by scientists and stakeholders to
describe the types of information that are available and needed for problem solving (trans-
lation); (2) unrealistic expectations regarding the development of climate information
products for problem solving; and (3) disordered integration of when stakeholders want
to bring climate information into decision-making processes. Although some or all of these
barriers are likely to exist at the onset of any new climate information partnership, GLISA
has developed methods for overcoming them more quickly so that the process of
co-developing usable climate information is more efficient and effective. In this paper
we describe in detail GLISA’s experiences that have led to the realization of these barriers
and the steps GLISA has taken to overcome them. We also relate these barriers to literature
on the ‘‘usability gap’’ between climate science and information use in decision-making as
well as uncertainty cascades in climate change adaptation. These experiences demonstrate
that climate scientists performing outreach experience similar struggles as the stakehold-
ers they interact with. However, they also reveal the potential for climate-centered bound-
ary organizations to cultivate their own capacities to overcome these challenges in their
partnerships.
� 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC

BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
Introduction

Decision makers from a wide variety of professional backgrounds increasingly find that their work intersects with the
subject of climate change. The level of scientific expertise required to work on complex climate change adaptation problems
is quite high, and most decision makers – such as city planners, resource managers, health officials, and farmers – do not
have any background with climate science. When tasked with integrating climate information into their planning processes,
decision makers face two main challenges: (1) they find it difficult to know what climate information and data are best
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suited for a particular problem (Tillmann and Siemann, 2012; Barsugli et al., 2013) and (2) they often perceive that climate
information and data coming out of the scientific community is not usable in decisions (Lemos and Rood, 2010).

One approach for decision-makers to overcome these challenges is to form direct partnerships with climate scientists to
co-produce usable information for decision-making (Lemos and Morehouse, 2005; Dilling and Lemos, 2011). Collaboration
between decision makers and climate scientists offers an opportunity to leverage expertise from both parties to better serve
problem solving. Highly iterative interactions between decision makers and scientists contribute to greater societal out-
comes (Lemos and Morehouse, 2005). However, this type of relationship requires a large investment of time, and the number
of decision makers working on climate problems is much greater than the number of available partnering climate scientists
(Bidwell et al., 2012).

We argue an equally valid approach to climate change problem solving is the use of boundary organizations to facilitate
and extend decision maker-scientist partnerships. Boundary organizations assist interactions (Kirchhoff et al., 2013) and
bridge and broker knowledge (Lemos et al., 2014) between science producers and users (decision makers). The Great
Lakes Integrated Sciences and Assessments Program (GLISA) is a boundary organization specializing in producing and pro-
viding climate information for decision-making in the Great Lakes region. The types of decisions most stakeholders working
with GLISA face relate to climate variability and change over the next few decades. The data sources on which climate infor-
mation is generally built are from historical weather station-based observations (from the past 50 to 100 years depending on
the quality of data available) and derivatives of that data as well as model-based projections of future climate conditions. The
actual information stakeholders find usable in their problems is a product of working through each of the barriers and is dis-
cussed in further detail in their respective sections, but typically some form of synthesis and narrative is required.

To meet these needs, GLISA employs three faculty members and three research associates trained as climate scientists
who do direct outreach with other boundary organizations and their stakeholders to support efforts to use climate science
in decision-making. When GLISA was formed in 2010 it took on a boundary organization strategy in order to build on the
capacities that already existed in the region, enhance the number and diversity of stakeholders (decision makers) GLISA
could work with, and reduce the cost of outreach (Lemos et al., 2014; Bidwell et al., 2012).

This paper offers GLISA’s climate scientists’ reflections on their experiences partnering with other boundary organizations
and their stakeholders. The first goal of this paper is to identify barriers that GLISA has encountered while working with
other boundary organizations to co-develop usable climate information for decision-making. We position each of these
barriers in relation to the existing literature on the ‘‘usability gap’’ between the production of climate science and its
application in decision-making (Lemos et al., 2012). What this glimpse reveals is the extent to which information
providers experience challenges similar to those stakeholders face. The barriers are (1) mismatched terminology used by
scientists and stakeholders to describe the types of information that are available and needed for problem solving
(translation); (2) unrealistic expectations that stakeholders have regarding the development of climate information products
for their problems (interplay); and (3) disordered integration of when stakeholders want to bring climate information into
decision-making processes—stakeholders often assume climate information will reveal their vulnerabilities, but it is more
effective to localize climate information around existing known vulnerabilities (information fit). The second goal is to bring
attention to these barriers and what GLISA is doing to overcome them so that future boundary organization partnerships can
be more effective and efficient in their co-production of climate information.

The next section provides necessary background about research on climate information usability and climate change
adaptation. It is followed by another background section that introduces GLISA’s approach to addressing these challenges.
These two sections provide perspective for the fourth section that describes the barriers of mismatched terms, unrealistic
expectations and disordered integration in more detail. We present two case studies in the fifth section in order to show
the emergence of these barriers in context and discuss how GLISA has learned to overcome them more quickly over time.
Lastly, we conclude with a summary of strategies for overcoming the barriers.
The usability gap, uncertainty, and climate adaptation

Despite extensive work to further develop climate science, the challenge of moving from the production of information to
its use in actual decision-making persists (Bierbaum et al., 2013). This gap has been referred to as a matter of a mismatch
between supply and demand (Sarewitz and Pielke, 2007; McNie, 2007), as reliant on the cultivation of certain information
characteristics such as salience, credibility and legitimacy (Cash et al., 2006), and as a challenge of using uncertain science
that has also become highly politicized (Meyer, 2011; Mearns, 2010).

In an effort to explain the process of moving information towards being usable in stakeholder’s decisions, Lemos et al.
(2012) developed a model of the process of transitioning information from the production of ‘‘useful’’ information to the
realization of ‘‘usable’’ information. This model built off of previous work (Lemos and Rood, 2010) that defined the
distinction between these two states as information’s potential functionality and desirability for a wide variety of uses
(useful) versus being well-suited to a particular application (usable). In an extensive review, Lemos et al. (2012) identified
three major factors underlying the usability of information: perception of fit, interplay and interactions. Limitations in any
one of these factors represent well-established barriers to the use of information (Lemos et al., 2012).

Information fit encompasses a number of different information characteristics identified in the literature that make
people perceive that information adequately applies to a needed purpose. Not surprisingly, people are more likely to use
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information when they believe that it actually matches their current decision-making needs (Lowrey et al., 2009; Pagano
et al., 2002; Changnon and Kunkel, 1999). One important factor underlying this matching is the extent to which information
is available at the right place at the right time (Lemos and Morehouse, 2005; Orlove et al., 2004; Stern and Easterling, 1999).
Other important factors behind fit are the perception of information accuracy (Pagano et al., 2002; Changnon and Kunkel,
1999) and its credibility (Rice et al., 2009; Yarnal et al., 2006; Pulwarty and Redmond, 1997). The process of translating
information between producer and stakeholder communities is an important means of enhancing fit (Lemos et al., 2012),
especially when it comes to overcoming the use of discipline or sector-specific jargon (e.g., Clark et al., 2011; Tribbia and
Moser, 2008; Cash et al., 2003).

Issues around interplay focus attention on factors within the context of usage itself. When new knowledge is introduced,
conflicts can arise with existing knowledge (Rayner et al., 2005; Snover et al., 2003). Contextual politics, organizational
culture, and institutions play a significant role in mediating these conflicts and determining their outcome (Meinke et al.,
2008; Morss et al., 2005; Patt and Gwata, 2002). So do a number of existing stakeholder capacities such as the presence
of relevant expertise (Pagano et al., 2001; Callahan et al., 1999), previous positive experiences with innovation (Lemos,
2008), flexibility in decision-making (Beller-Simms, 2008), and knowledge-seeking efforts and incentives (Engle, 2010).

Interactions between scientists and stakeholders around the production of climate information help overcome critical
gaps in perception that block the use of climate science. They build trust in the science provided (Hedger et al., 2006;
Carbone and Dow, 2005; Rayner et al., 2005), and increase the perception that information is credible and relevant in a par-
ticular context (Cash et al., 2006). Over time, interactions can produce a deeper level of understanding between scientists
and stakeholders which increases awareness of context, needs, and limitations (Lemos and Morehouse, 2005; Pagano
et al., 2002). On the stakeholder side, this understanding includes what climate science can and cannot offer (Changnon,
2004; Cobon et al., 2008), which can facilitate discussion about aligning decisions with informational capabilities.

Diagnosing uncertainties about both the science and the system being managed is a key aspect of developing tailored,
context-appropriate information (Brugnach et al., 2008). Brugnach et al. (2008) have conceptualized uncertainty from a
relational perspective, defining it as a situation in which actors do not possess a single and complete understanding of
the system being managed (see also van den Hoek et al., 2014). Uncertainty in this formulation is the effect of epistemic
conditions (the potentially resolvable imperfection of current knowledge), ontological conditions (the unresolvable inherent
variability of the system), and ambiguity (the existence of multiple underlying interpretations of the system) (Brugnach
et al., 2008). Many have argued that efforts to assess the impacts of climate change and adapt face an ‘‘uncertainty cascade’’
(e.g., Schneider, 1983; Jones, 2000; Wilby and Dessai, 2010). Uncertainties underlying global and more localized models of
physical climate change along with uncertainties surrounding both natural and human responses propagate quickly as more
and more factors are considered (Wilby and Dessai, 2010). Epistemic, ontological, and ambiguity forms of uncertainty
become intertwined within this kind of uncertainty cascade (van den Hoek et al., 2014).

Dessai and others have emphasized an important policy implication of the uncertainty cascade: adaptation should not be
delayed or restrained by the desire for an elusive, ‘‘optimal’’ level of prediction accuracy ( Dessai et al., 2005; Wilby and Dessai,
2010; Lemos and Rood, 2010). Rather than strive for ‘‘predict and provide’’ science accompanied by a strictly ‘‘evidence-based’’
approach to policy (Dessai et al., 2005), much more may be accomplished if attention is paid to how adaptation can broadly
address sources of current and potential future stress (Wilby and Dessai, 2010; Lemos and Rood, 2010). This does not mean,
however, that climate projections do not have a role in adaptation work (Millner, 2012). Sustained engagements between
scientists and policymakers can produce a shared understanding of differing perspectives on uncertainty that can help
accurately and productively fold projections into policy (Lemos and Rood, 2010; Dilling and Lemos, 2011).
GLISA’s approach

Direct, iterative relationships between science and decision-making stakeholder communities remain a key ingredient for
the development of effective policies for addressing climate-related problems (Lemos and Morehouse, 2005), and boundary
organizations like GLISA can scale up the development of usable climate information. GLISA believes that partnerships
between boundary organizations can further enhance the impact of available resources through networks of climate
information users and stakeholders (Bidwell et al., 2012; Lemos et al., 2014). Larger networks can enhance the potential
for usable information to reach stakeholders without requiring the high up-front cost of iterative one-on-one relationships
with everyone in the network. Lemos et al. (2014, see also Kirchhoff et al., 2015b) describe three basic structures for these
relationships to take (i.e., traditional, key chain, linked chain, and networked chain arrangement). GLISA has the most expe-
rience using the key chain approach to bridge the climate science community with other boundary organizations that serve
stakeholders interested in using climate information. In the key-chain approach, GLISA pursues partnerships with several
boundary organizations at the same time that have the experience and expertise to help GLISA meet the decision-making
needs of a variety of stakeholders (Lemos et al., 2014). By leveraging these partnerships concurrently, GLISA has been able
to enhance the diversity of its outreach while also being able to identify distinctions between stakeholder communities as
well as productive parallels between them (Lemos et al., 2014).1
1 For more information about the experience of being a partnering boundary organization in these processes and how these experiences build their capacities
see Kirchhoff et al. (2015a), Bode and Beyea (this issue), and Kalafatis et al. (2015).
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Barriers to the co-production of climate information

Although each partnership is unique, GLISA has observed common barriers that emerge particularly at the onset of the
relationship. These barriers slow the process of identifying and addressing specific climate information needs. Through rec-
ognizing barriers and establishing methods for overcoming them in the engagement process, the partnership becomes more
efficient and less costly.
Barrier 1: mismatched terminology: translation

The first barrier that is frequently encountered is a mismatch in terminology used to describe the kinds of information
available. The terms stakeholders refer to have different implications than expected from the scientific perspective. A form
of translation is required in many partnerships to bridge the terminology divide between different definitions for the same
term used by scientists and stakeholders. Early on this divide was a consistent challenge, but GLISA has gained a clearer
perspective of the terminology used and implied definitions among partners after several repetitions.

One of the most common phrases requiring translation is a request for ‘‘downscaled climate projections.’’ By the typical
climate scientist’s definition, downscaled climate projections are the output from numerical climate models that have either
been dynamically simulated at very high spatial resolution or statistically adjusted to provide information at the regional
scale. GLISA has found that the phrase ‘‘downscaled climate projections’’ often means something very different to our
partners and their stakeholders, or it indicates a misconception of data accessibility and availability (see Section ‘‘Barrier
#2: mismatched expectations’’). In most cases, stakeholders seeking ‘‘downscaled climate projections’’ are actually asking
for locally-relevant, narrative climate information about specific climate change impacts.

The process of moving from the scientific definition of ‘‘downscaled climate projections’’ to the types of information
stakeholders actually found usable was lengthy and time consuming before GLISA recognized it as a reoccurring barrier with
a common outcome. GLISA had to facilitate several iterations of discussions to better understand what stakeholders really
meant by ‘‘downscaled’’ and ‘‘projections,’’ since those terms were used in place of more descriptive means of communicat-
ing information needs. Most stakeholders GLISA encounters equate ‘‘downscaled’’ with high spatial resolution information,
likely due to having seen climate data depicted by high-resolution maps. In addition, since most stakeholders are concerned
about relatively small geographic regions, they only want locally-relevant information.

‘‘Projections’’ was the second half of the information request that required translation. Variations in the
stakeholder-implied definition of projections included different time frames (past or future), subject matters (physical
climate versus climate impacts), and information types (quantitative versus qualitative). Historical information has been
sought out in almost all of GLISA’s partnerships, and in some cases it has been sufficient for making decisions about the
future. The benefit of using historical information is that the data are physically observed and there is significantly less
uncertainty than there is with future projections. The repeated importance of historical information led GLISA to develop
historical climatologies for multi-county areas (http://glisa.umich.edu/resources/great-lakes-climate-divisions) and
point-based locations (http://glisa.umich.edu/resources/great-lakes-climate-stations) within the Great Lakes region.

Regarding the subject matter of projections, many stakeholders want to start discussions around climate parameters and
how they might change in the future. Unless a stakeholder knows exactly what parameters and thresholds are of value to
their problem, there is a risk of getting stuck in an infinite loop discussing more climate parameters than what is meaningful
to the problem. More commonly, stakeholders want to know how projected future climate changes will impact their
decision. For example, information about lake-levels on the Great Lakes may be more meaningful than information about
future precipitation patterns.

Lastly, most of GLISA’s partners and stakeholders have realized that quantitative projections are not in a usable or readily
accessible format, and they prefer summaries and simple ways to display the data (i.e., maps, plots, tables, etc.). There are
only a few instances when raw downscaled climate data are required: (1) a numerical climate impact model (i.e.,
hydrological or ecological model) is being used and it requires quantitative inputs for climate parameters. (2) A stakeholder’s
decision relies on a quantitative number or range of values. And (3) the stakeholder is looking to develop quantitative
climate change scenarios. Outside of these uses, most stakeholders ultimately need locally-relevant narrative climate
information about specific climate change impacts, and it has been one of GLISA’s roles to guide them to specifically
define the impacts that they are interested in knowing more about.

GLISA’s recognition of the different uses of the phrase ‘‘downscaled climate projections’’ has allowed them to more
effectively communicate with partners and their stakeholders early on during iterations. By knowing the different meanings
implied, GLISA has learned to ask stakeholders to describe their climate question or problem up front to more quickly
identify the types of information that they may be interested in pursuing. This has helped GLISA guide project structure
and more effectively engage with partners and stakeholders at the onset.
Barrier 2: unrealistic expectations: interplay

The challenge posed by interest in ‘‘downscaled projections’’ also stems from the difficulty of producing the form of infor-
mation that those requesting it think that they want. Typically, stakeholders or partners requesting ‘‘downscaled climate
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projections’’ have been exposed to displays of climate data that include visible local details in a map format for a location out-
side of their own region. Increasingly, processed and downscaled climate data are being presented in an aesthetically pleasing
means through online utilities, on webpages, and in presentations made publicly available. Such displays inspire interest and
connection to the information being presented. The stakeholder or partner often expects that (1) there is greater value in the
downscaled data because there is more spatial detail, (2) the data are easily accessible and can be used readily without
significant processing and analysis, and (3) the approach and display of data they have experienced elsewhere will be appro-
priate for their problem. These expectations are often untrue. Many downscaled data sets provide high-resolution climate
data for the Great Lakes region, but typically unknown to stakeholders, the data are missing important information about
the role the Great Lakes play in determining the future climate for the region. After discussing limitations and deficiencies
of the data for our region, stakeholders often realign their expectations of the types of information the data can provide.
To some extent, these gaps in expectations are simply an issue of interplay, where the perceived demand for information does
not match up with climate scientists’ existing knowledge and other resources available to produce or make sense of it.

Fortunately, there are other means of localizing data and information that GLISA has relied on to provide stakeholders
with valuable information upon which they can act. One of the most widely used products is GLISA’s climate division and
weather station climatologies (links listed above). These products set the historical context for thinking about how climate
has already changed at the most feasible local scale. When information about future climate change is needed for problem
solving, downscaled climate data can serve to compliment local knowledge, which is of great value. In the case that
downscaled data do not capture important local weather processes (i.e., lake-effects), the data are less reliable and narrative
information plays a larger role. GLISA has relied on climate models for information about large-scale changes (i.e., warming
wintertime temperatures over the Midwest) for a particular region and then tailored information with local knowledge (i.e.,
declines in Lake Superior ice cover and suitable ice bridges) to build climate projection narratives for specific locations (see
Isle Royale case study, Section ‘‘Isle Royale National Park’’).
Barrier 3: disordered integration: information fit

The translation work outlined in 4.1 is not the only barrier that emerges to having climate information ‘‘fit’’ the
decision-making needs of stakeholders. In general, discerning exactly how existing knowledge might be integrated into their
decision-making process requires some direct engagement and negotiation. This is typically not straightforward or simple,
because each problem is different. Stakeholders who have not identified local climate parameters or impacts that are impor-
tant to their problem tend to approach the process assuming climate data will inform their vulnerabilities. In GLISA’s expe-
rience, presenting information about how climate parameters are projected to change in hopes that it will reveal information
about local vulnerabilities is inefficient and does not provide the most applicable information for the problem. There is the
risk that existing vulnerabilities could be overlooked, or emphasis on certain parameters could bias the assessment.

As a result, GLISA has made an effort to work with boundary organization partners to pre-emptively engage stakeholders
around their specific key climate impacts of concern. Typically, stakeholders or partners have knowledge about the vulner-
abilities stakeholders currently face, which is a good starting place for thinking about future vulnerabilities and how climate
change may increase or reduce stresses on their systems. In addition, the goals of their project can inform other areas of con-
cern that climate information can be tailored to address. First, the stakeholder must identify the most important components
and thresholds in their problem, and then climate information can be localized to their individual needs.

GLISA’s approach is similar to the ‘‘bottom-up’’ method described by Wilby and Dessai (2010), where climate adaptation
is initially founded on past or current vulnerabilities to climate variability and change. Using a ‘‘bottom-up’’ method helps
constrain the amount of uncertainty inherent to the problem, because there is significantly less uncertainty in observations
from the past compared to projections for the future. Determining whether or not stakeholders are prepared to adapt to the
climate variability and change already experienced is a necessary step prior to planning for the future, which has much
greater uncertainty.

The next section provides two case studies from GLISA’s partnerships to give examples of these barriers and how GLISA
overcame them.
Case studies

Huron River Watershed Council

The Huron River Watershed Council (HRWC) is a well-established boundary organization in Southeast Michigan that
interacts with a comprehensive network of stakeholders focused on watershed management. GLISA has partnered with
HRWC since 2011, which has allowed GLISA staff to observe how climate information propagates, echoes, and is translated
among boundary organizations that share a common interest. The Huron River Watershed itself occupies area in seven
counties, includes sixteen cities and villages, and spans heavily urban, agricultural, and natural forest land cover types.
While this scope presents numerous challenges for an organization that focuses on natural resource conservation, it also
provides a diverse geography for observing decision-making processes relating to land use policy, environmental concerns,
and climate change.
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HRWC was among the first boundary organizations in the region to explicitly incorporate climate adaptation into water-
shed conservation efforts. Following initial efforts to convene stakeholders, HRWC and GLISA built three stakeholder work-
groups in three sectors: (1) natural infrastructure, (2) water infrastructure, and (3) in-stream flows. Vulnerabilities to climate
change and adaptation opportunities were identified in each workgroup. Each group faced their own specific barriers related
to data availability and accessibility, and all three groups faced the fundamental barriers listed above, but in the end, each
developed applicable informational resources. We will describe the barriers faced by each of these three workgroups below.

(1) The natural infrastructure workgroup was comprised primarily of ecosystem managers. This workgroup primarily
faced barriers in expectations of climate data (barrier 2) and in how to integrate the existing information with what
was already known about ecosystems within the watershed (barrier 3). Stakeholders from multiple municipalities ini-
tially hoped to see climate data specifically referencing their key locations, but this data does not exist. GLISA and
HRWC worked with the participants to describe the spatial scale of climate information available and the inherent
uncertainty in applying historical trends and projections to specific species. With this awareness of limitations and
data-processing capacity in mind, the participants focused on developing deliverable products useful to the region.
Specifically, these products were a suite of fact sheets describing the projected changes in tree species critical to
the watershed that made conclusions on the favorability of planting each species.

(2) The water infrastructure workgroup primarily faced disordered integration of climate data (barrier 3), though many
stormwater managers participating were aware of the limitations of climate projections. After evaluating historical
precipitation changes, the workgroup realized that the precipitation data used in most county and municipal level
stormwater management plans, NOAA Bulletin 71, was outdated by more than 30 years. As heavy precipitation events
have become more frequent and total precipitation has increased significantly since then, the values most stormwater
managers in the region were using to inform decisions were inaccurate. Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) and Michigan Department of Environmental Quality (MDEQ) guidelines relied on these same obsolete values
to generate floodplain maps local governments are required to use. Furthermore, FEMA and MDEQ regulations do not
allow the consideration of future precipitation changes, which are projected to be significant in much of the region.
The workgroup brought these issues to the attention of local and state officials and continues to press for inclusion
of precipitation projections in stormwater management plans. Some of the communities engaged with HRWC are also
planning to take unilateral steps to adapt to future changes.

(3) The in-stream flows workgroup, comprised primarily of dam operators and stormwater managers, provides an exam-
ple of how the integration of climate information can inform adaptation planning by identifying that some environ-
mental management factors are not affected by climate change. Previously available scientific information focused on
downscaled climate data that led dam operators to anticipate that climate models could accurately forecast high vol-
ume flows. In this way, mismatched terminology around climate projections and weather forecasts (barrier 1), unre-
alistic expectations around the limitations of climate projections (barrier 2), and disordered integration of
precipitation and river flow data (barrier 3) without a vulnerability assessment allowed practitioners and decision
makers to effectively argue that adaptation efforts should be postponed until better data became available.

After reviewing the observed and projected changes in precipitation, the consensus was that major dams on the Huron
River are adequate to withstand probable extreme flows following intense precipitation. Other than a greater frequency of
storms leading to more frequent flow management challenges, the available climate information did not reveal new
problems for dam operators. The vulnerabilities instead resided in managing rapid flows in real-time. There are seventeen
significant dams along the main stem of the Huron River under eleven different jurisdictions. With a few exceptions, there
was no communication between dams under different jurisdictions. During periods of intense precipitation and flow,
operators worked entirely in reaction to observed flows at their own locations. To help work through the barrier of
disordered integration, the HRWC convened a regular meeting of dam operators to discuss operational practices and
concerns to alleviate the urgency experienced during high flows. While the primary challenge identified had little depen-
dence on climate change, it was the broad, region-wide discussion of climate and precipitation patterns that revealed the
systemic problems could not be solved within the limitations of climate data. Other adaptation actions had to be taken.

By identifying and addressing the common barriers encountered in each of the workgroups, GLISA has learned valuable
lessons that it has subsequently applied across other projects. While the traditional approach to education and outreach is
often to provide information on climate changes and impacts as completely as possible at the onset of a project, GLISA has
found this is often inefficient, as workgroup members need to be reminded of the climate information throughout the
engagement process anyway. Instead, it has been better to allow workgroups to identify vulnerabilities to potential impacts
first and then directly apply the climate information to address the severity and likelihood of the potential impacts
identified.

Isle Royale National Park

In 2012, the National Park Service approached GLISA as a regional climate expert to co-develop climate information for
climate change scenario planning at Isle Royale National Park (Fisichelli et al., 2013). Aside from a national effort for the
parks to incorporate climate change into their future management plans, Isle Royale faced a specific and urgent concern that
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immediately required climate change information. The well-known wolf population on Isle Royale was at risk for extirpa-
tion. Since the 1940s when three wolves first inhabited the island, the total wolf population has fluctuated in response to
several control variables. The only mechanism historically for new wolves to naturally migrate to the island is the formation
of an ice bridge between Isle Royale and the mainland during winter. One of the primary wolf population controls on the
island is the availability of prey (moose), which is tied to the existence of balsam fir. Isle Royal park administrators and staff
recognized the role climate plays in governing the conditions suitable for wolves to thrive or fail, so they sought to better
understand those relationships. This pinpointed issue was the entryway for the park to engage in climate change scenario
planning where the wolves were one of many components considered.

Prior to GLISA’s involvement in the Isle Royale scenario planning process, the project team went down the typical path of
wanting downscaled climate data to inform their problem. A mean and standard deviation for specific climate parameters
(i.e., temperature and precipitation) were reported for the climate model grid cell encompassing Isle Royale. This simple
means of reporting change was not sufficient for understanding the underlying mechanisms for change, which is one reason
why the team reached out to GLISA.

The team had unrealistic expectations (barrier 2) about the downscaled climate data, and quickly learned that reporting a
number alone was not sufficient. In addition, many of the climate parameters they were interested in were not directly
simulated (i.e., lake ice, weather-blocking patterns, and the arctic oscillation). Another unmet expectation was that the
downscaled data captured important information about Isle Royale. The particular data set the team was using lacked
the necessary information about the Great Lakes and other factors to truly represent the impact of Lake Superior on Isle
Royale weather.

Instead, GLISA used observed data and knowledge of local weather processes in combination with large-scale predicted
changes in the models to formulate narratives around their climate parameters of interest. Fortunately, downscaled data are
not necessary to be able to say, for example, that future lake-ice will continue to decline as winter temperatures rise
(especially given that Lake Superior water temperatures have already warmed faster than local air temperatures (Austin
and Colman, 2007)), and that there will be fewer opportunities for ice bridges to form. This statement combined with
additional local knowledge that wolves require a suitable ice bridge for passage, concludes that there is even less projected
opportunity for new wolves to migrate to Isle Royale in the future. This finding implies human intervention will be required
to sustain a wolf population if no reproducing females exist on the island.

The narrative climate information for Isle Royale was integrated with local climate impacts knowledge (i.e., ecosystem
changes cascading down to impacts on the wolves) prior to the formulation of narrative-based scenarios for the park.
Since specific climate parameters were prioritized for the park (i.e., lake-ice, snowfall, extreme temperature/precipitation
events, etc), there was a manageable number to consider when thinking about the climate impacts that would be most
devastating or beneficial to the park. The process of first identifying what was important to the park and then building a
knowledge base around those issues prevented this group from encountering barrier 3 (disordered integration).
Conclusion

The number and diversity of potential uses for climate information is growing quickly (Kirchhoff et al., 2013). In order to
keep up with this expanding demand, GLISA has pursued flexible partnerships with other boundary organizations that have
enhanced its ability to tailor information to the particular needs of groups of stakeholders (Lemos et al., 2014). Over the
course of these projects, common themes have emerged regarding barriers that slow down the process of coproducing
knowledge that is usable in decisions. The first barrier is mismatched terminology, where terms have different implications
for climate scientists as they do for stakeholders. One method for overcoming barrier 1, especially when there is a request for
downscaled data, is to generate discussion around what types of information stakeholders want by describing the inputs that
are necessary for their problem. The second barrier is when stakeholders have already developed unrealistic expectations
about the kinds of information that can be developed. The quickest way to overcome barrier 2 is to have an existing knowl-
edge of the limitations for data and information in the stakeholder’s geographic location of interest. Limitations in climate
model data leave opportunities for local knowledge to play a larger role in problem solving, which ultimately produces a
more tailored information product. The last barrier is disordered integration, or when the order of climate information comes
prematurely in the decision making process. Stakeholders often want to rely on climate information to tell them about their
vulnerabilities, when in reality stakeholders are already familiar with local problems that could benefit from more detailed
climate information for planning. This barrier presents itself early, but can be overcome by having the stakeholder describe a
particular concern or describe existing vulnerabilities that they face.

These observations mirror those from studies of barriers that decision makers experience as well. The process of trans-
lating information between producer and user communities is an important means of enhancing stakeholders’ perception
that information is relevant and usable (Lemos et al., 2012). It is also important that new information interplays well with
other conditions in the stakeholders’ context (Lemos et al., 2012). The struggle GLISA’s scientists had with reconciling stake-
holders’ information expectations with their own existing resources was its own interplay issue. GLISA’s efforts to find the
right process to discern the specific nature and possible means to address stakeholders’ information requirements reflects
the need to establish that information ‘‘fits’’ the specific decisions they need to make. GLISA has been able to successfully
overcome these barriers through interactions, and the shared understanding that emerges from them (Lemos et al., 2012).
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GLISA’s climate change adaptation experiences also call attention to the role that scientists who are experienced informa-
tion brokers play in addressing the uncertainty cascade that underlies adaptation. Van den Hoek et al. (2014) argue that
because the various epistemic, ontological, and ambiguity components of existing uncertainty are interrelated in uncertainty
cascades, addressing any one aspect can actually address the others tied to it. When GLISA scientists address unrealistic
expectations, they are aligning decision makers’ understanding of the climate system with their own, thereby reducing
the ambiguity caused by a gap between scientists’ and decision makers’ interpretation of the system. As described above,
this intervention often addresses the impact of existing epistemic and ontological uncertainties associated with projections
as well because decision makers avoid an overreliance on predictive tools. A similar effect emerges from the GLISA scientists’
response to disordered integration. Placing the emphasis on user-generated issues of concern restricts the potential system
interpretations and sources of information to only those that are most pertinent to decisions at hand. This intervention again
cuts off unnecessary sources of an uncertainty cascade and focuses decision-making attention on what is known and can be
done.

This paper has demonstrated that climate scientists performing outreach encounter similar barriers to developing usable
information and uncertainty cascades that stakeholders often face. However, this represents at least as much of an oppor-
tunity as a constraint. The reflections in this paper show that addressing these barriers can build institutional capacities
within boundary organizations. Enhancing these capacities in boundary organizations and their partnerships ultimately
may make overcoming these barriers easier for both producers of climate science and the decision makers working with
them over time.
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